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Abstract
This paper describes amultllaboratory
research progran that Is d~rected
toward addr~sslng many questions that analysts face when performing alr cleaning
hccident mnsequence
assecsnentso The progran was Inltlated by the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Cmnlsslon
and Involves three laboratories, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, and Los Alanos National Laboratory.
The
pmgr?m
Involves developing analytical tools and supportl veexperlmental
data that
will be useful In making more realistic assessments of accident source terms within
and up to the atmospheric boundaries of nuclear fuel cycle faclllt:es.
The types
of accidents mnsidered
in this study include fires, explosions, spills, tornadoes,
critlcalities, and equipnent failures.
The main focus of the prcgrun Is developing an accident malysis handbook
(#AH). Ue wI1l describe the contents of the AAH, which include descriptions of
selecte(~ nuclear fuel cycle facillttes, process unit operations, source-term
development, and accident consequence analyses. Three computer codes designed to
predict gas md material propagation through facillty air cleaning systems are
These ccmputer codes address accidents Involvlng fires (F IRAC],
described.
explosions (EXPAC), and tornadoes (TCRAC). The handbook relles on many
Illustrative exanples to show the analyst how to approach accident consequence
assessments. We vdll use the FIRAC code and a hj~othetical fire scenario to
Illustrate the accident analysis capability.
I.

Introduction

The Nuclear Regulatory Comnlsslon (lWC) Is responsible for ensuring that
nuclear fuel cycle facilities are desi~ed and operated In a safe manner so that
the release of radioactive material under both normal and accident conditions wI1l
nc’t result In tmacceptable radio’loglc~ileffects on the surrounding population and
To meet Its regulatory responsiblllty, the NRC1t llcenslng staff
the envlrcment.
evaluates safety analyses submitted In support of an application for a fuel cycle
faclllty license or llcense mendnent,
To perform these evaluat~ons and analyze
tk effectc of proposed regulatory requlrenents, the NRC st~ff needs ?ccident
analysls methods that cm provide reallstlc assessments of accident-induced facllIty source terms. The malysis mettids currently being used In these evaluations
are based on con~.crvatfve assunptlons, and there Is a need to develop Improved
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analysis techniques.
In response to tt,is need, the NRC’s Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research has initiated a research progran with certain Department of
Energy Laboratories to develop Improved techniques for ?malyzlng the consequences
of major accidents at light water reactor (LWR) fuel cycle facilities.
These
laboratories are Los Alwnos National Laboratory, Battelle Paclflc Northwest
Laboratory, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The smpe of the research progran includes most of the LhR fuel cycle factlItles. It does not address accidents at nuclear reactors, uranlun mlnlng and
milling facilities, or nuclear waste repositories.
The types of accidents betng
Investigated are fires, explosions, tornadoes, and spills to be followed by
criticality accidents and equipment failures.
The scope of the progrm
Is limited
ta providing methods for determining the faclllty accident ssurce term.
Atmospheric dispersion of released material md the resulting dose to the
surrounding population are not wlthln the smpe of the progran.
The accident analysis methods being developed in the research p}’ogrun r
bclng documented In a Fuel Cycle Faclllty Accident Analysls Handbook (AAH), ?!
1
which contains five chapters. Chapter 1 Is an introductlon to the handbook,
Includes a discussion of the purpose and scope of the AAH, end Identlfles potential
users. Limitations of the analytical methods presented also Ire discussed.
Chapters 2 and 3 identify features of fuel cycle facllltles md associated pvocesslng. Included are typical ranges of values for Important accident analysis
parameters.
Chapter 4 discusses
the procedures
for provldlng source terms to the
accfdent analysls.
It Includes guidance on the development of accident scenarios
and the methods for determining the accldent- nerated source term at the accident
location. Chapter 5 provides the procedures T or performing the general analysis;
this includes transport of the accident-generated aerosol, which was determined In
Chap. 4, throughout the facility and to the envl?’omnent and the effect of the accident on the components of the facility’s ventilation system. User mmuals
for the
accident analysls cw,puter codes, supporting experimental data, and technical
explmations
of the analytical models are appendixes to the AAH.
Several examples
to Illustrate the accident analysl> methods are Included In the AAH . Thus,
although one purpos(! of the AN! is to provide analysts with methods for performing
accident analyses for nuclear fuel cycle facllitles, a second purpose Is to serve
as an Instruction fimual complete with Illustrative examples.
He anticipate publishing the first version of the AAH in January 1983. The
AAli will be published In a three-ring b~nder format so that It can be updated
easily as the research pmgran
cont{nues, Improvements on t.ti analysls techniques
are developed, and additional experimental data are obtained.
He will develop and analyze a fire accident scennrio to Illustrate how the
AAH can be used. The scenario Is a fuel pool fire that burns rubber gloves in the
slug-press pit of a lar~ process cmyon In a Mi)% fuel fabrication faclllty.
The
as we describe each part of the AAH In
details of our exmple wI1l be discussed
succession.
11.

Faclllty Descrlpt!ons Pertinent to Accident P,nalys!s

The essential Infonnatlon to derlvu using Chap. 2 of the AAH Is the airflow
TM design or stecdy-state flows md rmssure
pathways through the structure.
Tb
volune,
dlmenslonso and locatlon of Inlets and
zones must be Identified.
Probable l@akage pathways sknuld be
exhaust openings In rooms are required.
The size and length of the Interconnecting ductwork stmula be
Identified.
such es danpers, blowers, and filters)
s Ccifled. Other ventilation components
sL uld be located along with their charac 1er~st~c opevntinq values. The locatlon
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of other engineered safety systens (such as sprinklers or sprays) and their pertormantes also must be dstenni ned. This Information should alve the analvst a start
In constructing a a)arse system network for the facility ~lrflow pathw~ys.
O.-awl
speclffcatlons, material llsts, safety aria;
ysls reports, and existing schematl ! are sources thtt can be used In derlvlng a system description,
A
physical Insp ;tlon of the facility and consultations with the designer(s) before
and after the schematic Is drawn may be necessary to verify that It is correct.
At this stage, tl+ user frequently encounters a lack of data; although there is no
substitute for acurate data, assunptlons, averaging, or conservative estimates
cm be used to make ttw problen manageable.
Chapter 2provldes
the analyst with general background information about
several types of nuclear fuel
cycle
facilities.
Fuel manufacturing, fuel separation, fuel recycllng, spent fuel storage, and waste solidification plants are
discussed.
In Chap. 2, the discussions of airflow pwuneters
and the facility
ventilation, filtration, and cleanup systms are of particular importance.
The
analyst should review these sections of the AGH to obtain typical ~!hlues and
~idance for modeling his particular facility. General information about the
configuration of the facillty and the facillty heating, ventilating, and air
cnnditloning (HVAC) systems is given. He assune that the analyst is moderately
well acquainted with the design and layout of nuclear fuel cycle facilities, and
these sections of Chap. 2 are only intended to highlight the type of information
required. The glovcbox ventllatlon, filtration, and cleanup systen also should be
mnsidered and incorporated into the airfl~ pathways.
Representative

Facility

Illustrative examples to slmw the malyst how the handbook can be used are
given throughout the AAH. We use a hypothetical representative facility to illustrate the examples in the handbook.
This representative ventilation and air
cleaning network systan is shown in Fig. 1 with a set of roan sizes and steadystate flows and pressures. Me believe that this systen contains many of the
features that are found in fuel cycle facilities.
Multlple fans, compartments,
dampers, and filter systms are included. The ventilation network connections are
in both parallel and series arrmgments.
Supply and exhaust fans are included,
as is leakage around doors and other areas. In addition, several pressure zones
are provided, with airflow progressing frcxn the least contaminated zones tu more
contaminated zones.
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Rep~esentatlve facillty.
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This systan was chosen so that a moderate yet reallstic systm muld be availHe recognize that many features in
able to Illustrate tt’e analysis procedures.
Lhe iacility may not be Included In certain fuel cycle facilities.
However, using
this facility as an Instructional tool, * are able t~modify the facility to
acconmnodate accident scenarios that we wish to illustrate as exanple analyses.
The representatlve facility shown in Fig. 1 is made up of branches (labeled
with n~nbers in parentheses) that are joined together at points called nodes.
Chapter 5 describes how the analyst czm use the Information In Chap. 2 to construct
this system. Fl~re 1 also sbws the airflows In the branches and the pressures at
the nodes.
As an exanple fire accident, we have elected a slug-press fire ~n a plt
enclosure in a large, 2474.9-m3 (87 400-ft 3 ) process can.~n. For Illustrative
purposes we chose to model the MOX plant (w a part of it) using the representative
facility. He located the process canyon t node 10 f Fig. 1 and, therefore,
changed Its volume from 566.3 to 2434.9m f (20 000 ft ! to 87 400 ft3) In the
Inltlal st ady-state volumetric flow rate through the
computer simulation. T
process canyon is 56.6 mY /s (2000 ft 5 /mIn). The ventilation systen Inlet and
outlet, burned-out glove ports, and all other leak paths must be considered as
potentla? flw paths for aerosol-laden air In the case of afire because the fire
could produce a posltlve roan gauge pressure under certain conditions.
111.

Processes md Unit Operations

Chapter 3 in the AAH describes the process parameters In the faclllty that are
Each faclllty (?JU3X
plant, reprocessing plwt, and
needed to m~alyze the accident.
so on) hhs unique parameters for each accident type. For Instance, In fires, this
requires selecting the mmblnatlon of mmbustlble materials along with the radioactive materials at risk that could becan~ airborne from the accident-generated
stresses. Materials that are at risk generally Include open contolners of finely
divided powders (for spills) and llqulds (for spills and bolllng) and contaminated
(llqulds and solids),
noncombustible surfaces, contaminated ~tIIhIStibleffIateridl
llquld and powders in containers that could e~ceed de?!qn pressures and fall when
heated In fires, and radioactive metals, such as plutonim
or uranlun, that are
combustible In themselves.
He selected tl~ slug-pre:,s enclosure for the example fire because It cor,talns
cunbustlble hydraulic fluid and iarge nunbers of combustlb”ie rubber gloves set In
that cen become airborne durtng the fire.
glove ports md surface mntmlnatlon
Tti process cmyon and slug-press fire enclosure are shown In Fig. 2.

-+$

INLET

PROCESS CANYON
07,400?13

b
FIRE LOCATION

Figure 2.
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The following are considered as mmbustibles
In the sanple accident.
1
pt
of
acetone
used
In
cleaning
a
hydraulic
fluid spill
o
●
2pt of hydraulic fluid
●
34.3 kg of other mmbustibles
(rubber glo~es, other elastomers, and
plastics) calculated as 1,3 butadlene rubber
The radioactive source terms are a result of contaninatiun on the rubber combustibles and on a MOX storage container that overpressurizes and sp~lls at 230 s,
resulting in 940 g of airborne material.

Iv.

Scenario and Source Term Definition

Chapter 4 helps the user put the accident scenario together and helps define
the airborne source tmns during tti accident, which are analyzed up to the
facility boundary ~]th the external envirorrnent by methods discussed in Ch~p. 5.
In defining m accident scenario, the user recognizes that accidents probably only
eccur if abnormal conditions exist In the room or process area of concern. These
abnormalities could be spilled cunbustibles, inappropriately used solvents, failed
and stmrted electrical equipment, leaked explosive gases, degraded ion exchange
resins, weakened process equipment, and accidentally arranged critical masses.
Other accidents can occur as the result of violent acts of nature (tornadoes,
earthquakes, or floods) w deliberate events such as sabotage, bombings, or arson.
The fire example was instructed from two abnormalities, a leaky slug-press
and m accidental spill during cleanup with a flamnable solvent. The solvent was
spilled and i~ited by hot equlpnwnt, which in turn caused the ?eaky slug press
fluid ta bum and melt the rubber gloves, adding to tk burning material.
The
accident data s~wn in Table I results from this hypothetical scenario. The
Tble

1.

of source terms.
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Figure 3.

(6)

tM–

MOX PI znt accident source terms tor slug-press scenario.

combustible materials were assuned to bum canpletely over the sane time interval .
Tk fire source terms are skwn schematically In Fig. 3.
Pacific Northwest Laboratory is developing a fire source term code called
FIRIN that will enable the user to provide Input to the Los Alanos fire accident
code FIRAC for more complex radioactive release mechanism
and more ccmnplex fires
than the example used here. This code will use the fire mass burning rate to generate estimates of heat, mass, and Induced roan velocities that can entrain contamination on noncombustible surfaces, heat closed vessels containing radioactive
powders and liquids to failure, evaporate and boil radioactive liquids, cau>e
spills of radioactive materials, and give airborne releases of contamination from
The code also will calculate compartment wall heat
tk burning canbustibles.
trmsfer
and concrete wall themal decomposition to produce added mass (H~O and
CO~) to the comptirtment gases. This code is currently in the testing/verlficatlon stage and could not be used to generate exunple dat~ for this paper.

v.

Acc~dent Consequence As\esrment

—Introduction
The methods that are Included In the AAH are designed to allow the analyst tn
The
prcdfct the effects of accidents on a nuclear farllity’s conflnsnent systm.
prim~y use of these methods is to determine the physical ~d chemical characteristics of my material release to the envlrorment.
(The analysts methods of the
A.Plido not extend beyond a plmt’s
atmospheric boundary.)
Using this Information,
the analyst then cm perform m asses9’nent of the consequences of g hypothetical
of my airflow pathaccident. The maljses are orlemted toward the mns~deration
ways to the envlrorsnent--prin~lpall.y, the ventilation systm.
Using these methods,
effects of the mnflneyn.nt sys,ten m?
an analyst can estimate the mltlgat~n
evaluate tti performance af the air cYeanlng system a,]d my engineered saf~guerds.
Ttw analyslsmet~,ds
require using
computer males that simulate accldentInduced events wlthln th airflow pathwa’ls of nuclear facll’ties.
Initial mphas~s
In developing the AAH has been given to unnputer ades that wI1l simulate
,,,
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the effects of fire, explosion, and tornado accidents; these computer codes are
FIRAC, EXPAC, and TORAC, respectively.
Me will describe these codes In greater
detail below.
Tk wmputer codes are being backed-up by an experimental progran that will
provide needed supportive data and verification as reported in Ref. (2). In addition, the males are being developed in several stages, which allows increasingly
greater levels of canplexity and capability tm be developed. This concept and the
general analysis procedure are described below.
Descr~ption of Analysis Codes
A fnily of malysis codes designed to provide Improved methods of accident
analysis to the nuclear industry consists of the following.
T(RAC, a crmputer code to an 1 ze tornado-induced flow and material
o
transport within a structure ?Y
3
EXFAC, a canputer code to an 1 ze explosion-induced flow and material
0
transport within a stru~ture ?!
4
e to analyze fire-induced flow, thermal, and
FIRAC, a ccnnputer
●
material transport t!?
These cndes are directed primarily toward the zmalysis of nuclear facility ventilation systems. However, other airflow pathways within a structure also can be
modeled with the current versions of the @ales.
All of the accident analysis cod~s cm analyze m arbitrary network of interThe airflow pathways
connected rooms, cells, canyons, or other airflow pathways.
that cm be modeled include conventional ventilation systm ccanponents (danpers,
blowers, and ductwork) and alr cleaning components such as filters.
The accident
simulation requirements are provided for in parametric form, that 1s, through
energy and mass addition and pressure- or tmperature-time
histories of the accident event. Also associated with t~ accident event is the capability to entrain
material into the airflow or to Inject material at an arbitrary rate and time. The
code: are ca~able of simulating both steady-state and transient flows through a
The capability for basic convective transport of
ventilation network system.
material through ‘the network systm Is provided.
At this time, only material
depletion because of gravitational settling and HEPA filter filtration are
included. However, turbulent inertial deposition, depletion because of Brownian
and turbulwt diffusion, and aerosol interaction will be added in later versions
of tte codes as discussed in Ref. (6).
Although the accident mlalysis mmputer males are an advancemmt
in the
capability to simulate accident events in air cleaning systmns, major limitations
rena~n in the males. These limitations will be addressed and removed In later
stages of code development.
The major limitations are in two areas.
The gas dynmics are based strictly orI Ilmped-parmeter
formulations;
●
that 1s, spatial simulation is obtained in m artificial way. This means
that the imalyst skuld viw predicted values near the accident sou”ce
with caution. This Is particularly true for a fire or explosion accident.
The material transport capability IS very
basic
and
relies on information
●
found in the literature.
In addltlon, only two mechanisms for material
ctured so that material
depletlon are provided, but the codes are Str
interaction (coagulation and gas to particle conversion inclucilng
rnechanlsms can be added
cnndensatlon) and other material transport
easily. See Ref. (6).
The computer cm~~c are based on the foll~lng
assunptiorls.
6
Lunp~~d-paraneter formulation
Gaz dynmnlcs jecoupled fran materldl transport
●
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Hcxnogeneous mixture and dynanic equilibrium
No material interaction, phase chmge, or chemical reaction allowed
during transport
Material entrainment based on the resuspension factor for rooms with
semi -mpirical
rate equations and wind tunnel data for ducts.

Future versions of the males will be directed toward providing increased spatial resolution by adding near-field analysis capability and multidimensional
model in
fire models currently are being assessed at LOS
A number of mmpartmmt
Alunos. ?}) Equally important will be a greater enphasis in the material transport area to expand the simulation process, including aerosol interaction, chemical
reaction, agglcrneration, and other mechanims
of deposition.

FIRAC Analysis
Using the representative facility described in Sec. II, we can calculate the
effect of a fire in the process canyon as described in Sec. IV. Me will use the
FIRAC computer code to s~w what the analyst can determine from this example.
As
noted in Sec. 11, the principal geanetry sh wn in Fig. 1 is used.
Uefnodify node
10 to have a volume of 2474.9m3
87 400 ft ! ) and a normal steady-state exhaust
4
flow rate of 56.6m3/min
(2000 ft /rein). In addition, we have added three
nodes in the exhaust duct frcn node nunber 10 to better calcu?ate the spatial
temperature variation leaving the process canyon. The revised detail noding is
shown in Fig. 4.
The initial pressure in the process canyon
Representative Facility Results.
is -0.3 in. w.g. During the transient, this pressure is expected to increase
because of two factors.
(and possibly
1. Volmetric expansion of the gas in the fire mmpartmwt
reverse flow in the intake ducts) because of heating frcnn the fire.
exhaust flow rate. This has
2. A general lecrease in the fire mmpartment
tho causes.

To
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5.

Process canyon average pressures.

Degradation In the blower performance because of higher temperatures
(lower densities) at the exhaust blower inlet.
Higher resistance to flow in the exhaust
duct
because
of
filter
plugging.
●
FIRAC-predicted pressure transient experienced in the process canyon is shown
The
in Fig. 5 and is a consequence of the above factors (as are other results). The
process canyon generally experiences positive pressure for 325 s. During the time
period of positive pressure, unfiltered leakage fran the canyon as well as reverse
flew in the intake ducts is a possibility.
●

The resulting reverse flow In the intake ducts Is shown in Fig. 6. The supply
duct experiences a flow reversal for approximately 4 rein, whereas the corridor flow
These
rate ranains negative because of filter plugging by particulate material.
negative flow could contaminate the facility.
Two of the principal results of tt~ecalculation are the gas temperature and
differential pressure achieved at various locations, especially the filters. The
tanperature at the process canyon exhaust. filter is shown in Fig. 7. The maximum
temperature reached is 4610F, and therefore, the filter is not in jeopardy beTK differential pressure across this filter is shown
cause of high temperatures.
in Fig. 8. The peak differential pressure achieved is 10.7 cm w.g. (4.2 in.
w.g.), which is well below its breaking point.
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Figure 7.

Process canyon exhaust f i1ter temperature.

CU1 ate species are injected and mixed with the canbustion gas in the
The parti
process canyon and further diluted by the intake air and are swept mnstantly into
tlw exhaust systen.
In the exhaust systan, they are swept toward the filters and
diluted by merging airstreams.
Figure 9 and Table II show the distribution of
each species at the end of the calculation (10 rein). The largest fraction of each
species remains airborne at this time, and almost none escapes through the exhaust
filte~ because all exhaust frcn the systen must iass through double filtration.

VI,

SumI ary

We have described amultilaburatory
NRC research progran that is d;rected
tow~rd providing a more realistic assessment of accident
consequences in nuclear
The focal point for the analysis methods aeveloped in this
fuel cycle facilities.
program is a fuel cycle facility accident analysis handbook. We have slnnnarized
the contents of the A4H, which Includes fr-ility and process descriptions,
accident scenario and source-term definition, and accident consequence analysis.
We have illustrated tk use of the AAH by describing and analyzing the
mnsequences
of a hy~othetical fire in a MOX Dlant. The first version of the AAH
is scheduled for rej~ase in January 1%3.
‘
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Figure

Material distribution

Table

II.

Material

distrfb(ltion

10 min after accident.

after 10 min.
Material

Airborne

Gloves

351

62.0

97.0

168.0

641.0

(g)

On flltem
(q)

Escaped

tl;rough

exhaust

filter

PU07-U07

Smoke

951

.

.03

C2

(mg)
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